Only a fraction of the theoretically predicted nonradial pulsation modes have so far been observed in δ Scuti stars. Nevertheless, the large number of frequencies detected in recent photometric studies of selected δ Scuti stars allow us to look for regularities in the frequency spacing of modes. Mode identifications are used to interpret these results.
INTRODUCTION
Recent observational campaigns carried out with earthbased telescopes or space missions concentrating on selected stars have revealed a rich spectrum of radial and nonradial modes covering a wide range in frequencies. This range in frequencies varies from star to star and depends on a variety of factors, not all of which are understood. The comparison of the observations with pulsation models concentrates mainly on the range of frequencies in which pulsational instability occurs as well as mode selection and frequency values for specific modes. In particular, the question of which modes are selected by the star is not solved at the present time. The problem is also a question of amplitude size: we cannot distinguish between stability and oscillations with amplitudes below the level of detectability. Consequently, extensive observational campaigns are needed to lower the observational threshold.
The question arises of whether the mixture of the excited radial and nonradial modes shows frequency peaks which are essentially randomly distributed over the range of unstable frequencies or whether they tend to form groups. An example of the latter is the regular spacing found in high-order nonradial pulsation (the asymptotic case), as detected for the Sun and white dwarfs. The main-sequence and post-main-sequence δ Scuti stars in the classical instability strip, on the other hand, are nonradial and radial pulsators oscillating with low-order p (and g) modes. The frequencies of pulsation are not known to be regularly spaced. In Fig. 1 , the observed frequencies of the star FG Vir ) are compared with the theoretical frequencies (model used by Breger & Pamyatnykh 2006) . In this figure we have used only the observed modes with photometric amplitudes ≥ 0.5 mmag in order to concentrate on ℓ = 0 to 2 modes. The comparison shows that a mode and/or amplitude selection mechanism is active: not all the theoretically predicted Observed and theoretical frequencies of FG Vir. Observed frequencies with amplitudes higher than 0.5 mmag are compared to the theoretical frequency spectrum of unstable modes with ℓ = 0 to 2. The rotational splitting of modes for an equatorial velocity of 62.5 km s −1 was taken into account. The predicted spectrum is much denser than observed.
frequencies are seen. While it is possible to compute whether a mode is unstable or not by means of linear theory (e.g., for radial modes), the question of the selection of which overtones are excited to observable amplitudes still remains to be solved by nonlinear computations (e.g., Stellingwerf 1980) . For most of observed modes with small amplitudes, mode identification in terms of the modal quantum numbers (n, ℓ, m) is not yet possible. This makes the discovery of the mode selection mechanisms more difficult. In this paper we examine the frequency distribution of mostly nonradial modes in a number of well-observed δ Scuti stars in order to search for regularities.
OBSERVATIONAL CLUES

Distribution of detected frequencies in 44 Tau
Extensive campaigns of 44 Tau covering five observing seasons have led to the detection of 49 frequencies . The distribution of these frequencies is shown in Fig. 2 . It demonstrates that the detected frequencies are not distributed at random, but that some semi-regular spacing exists over a very wide range of frequencies. A hint to the origin of the pattern is given by the examination of the nature of these frequencies: only in the 5.3 to 12.7 cd −1 do we find independent frequencies and all the detected frequencies outside this range have been identified as combination frequencies, afi±bfj , or harmonics.
The frequency region, in which the independent modes are excited, covers only three radial orders. In this region, the distribution of frequencies is not random, the nonradial modes tend to cluster in three groups. Since the parent frequencies tend to cluster in groups separated by one radial order, the combinations, afi±bfj, will also have to form clusters. Because even triple combinations have been detected, the apparent semi-regular spacing over an enormous frequency range of 15 (!) radial orders is easily explained.
After eliminating the combination modes and harmonics, we are left with a pattern of three groups. Two of these groups cluster around the identified frequencies of the radial fundamental and first overtone, 6.90 and 8.96 cd −1 , respectively. Although only two radial modes have been identified in the data, the stellar modeling ) allows us to predict the frequency of the second radial overtone at 11.21 cd −1 . This frequency is located near the third group.
BL Cam
The high-amplitude, extremely metal-deficient variable BL Cam was investigated by Rodríguez et al. (2007) . The authors identified 25 frequencies, of which 22 represent independent modes. The study is remarkable because of the difficulty of detecting such a large number of small-amplitude nonradial modes in the presence of a dominant radial fundamental mode of high amplitude. For statistics to examine regularities, the number of frequencies known for this star is fairly low. However, the authors note that the frequencies of the nonradial modes cluster in groups near 25, 32, 46, 51-53, and 72-80 cd −1 . Since for this star successive radial orders are separated by about 7 cd −1 , this suggests a possible similarity to the behavior of 44 Tau.
Following the evidence given by Rodríguez et al. (2007) , we have accepted the 25.576 cd −1 frequency as the radial fundamental mode and based our pulsation model on this identification. We have then computed the frequencies of the radial overtones. The results were similar to those presented by Rodríguez et al. (2007) , e.g., the first overtone was predicted to be at 32.65 cd −1 . In fact, we confirm that in this star, the nonradial modes tend to occur near (but not at) the predicted frequencies of the radial modes.
FG Vir
FG Vir is probably the best δ Scuti star to examine systematics in the pulsation frequencies. Omitting known combination frequencies and harmonics leaves us with 68 frequencies. Contrary to the situation in 44 Tau, these independent frequencies cover a wide range from 5.7 to 44 cd −1 . Visual inspection of the distribution (see Fig. 1 ) reveals that these Figure 3 . Histogram of the frequency differences in FG Vir. Here every detected frequency was subtracted from all other frequencies. Known harmonics and combination modes were omitted. The diagram shows that there exists a preferred spacing (arrows) between the nonradial modes, which corresponds to the spacing between radial modes. frequencies are not distributed at random. The regions with most frequencies are around 12, 23 and 34 cd −1 , but the data contain considerably more information than a spacing of 11 cd −1 . Note that 11 cd −1 corresponds to approximately three radial orders.
In order to investigate the regularities of the frequency spacings in a more systematic way we have applied the following simple scheme: we form frequency differences between all the known frequencies and examine the histograms of the differences. This is a sensitive test for patterns without statistical assumptions. We have carried out the analysis for all 80 frequencies as well as for only the independent frequencies. A specific pattern with peaks spaced ∼ 3.7 cd −1 apart shows up in both histograms. In practice, the harmonics and combination frequencies are easily recognized by their values and consequently can be omitted. Fig. 3 shows the pattern of the independent frequencies with the peaks denoted by arrows. We note from our models for FG Vir that the spacing of 3.7 cd −1 corresponds to the average spacing between consecutive radial orders. Since the modes are almost all nonradial, we conclude that the most common separation of the photometrically visible nonradial modes is, in fact, the same as that of the radial modes.
Close frequency pairs
For a number of δ Scuti stars, the observed amplitude and phase variability with time scales less than ∼200 d is caused by beating between close frequencies, rather than true amplitude and period variability (Breger & Bischof 2002 , Breger & Pamyatnykh 2006 . This was shown by the synchronous variation of amplitudes and phases, faithfully repeated in successive beat cycles. It was also found that, in general, close frequencies are common in δ Scuti stars. Furthermore, the close frequencies show a preference to be close to those of radial modes. The number of close frequencies is much higher than would be predicted by random coincidences and the astrophysical reason for such behaviour remains unclear.
FREQUENCIES OF NONRADIAL MODES NEAR THOSE OF RADIAL MODES
The previous sections have shown that for the δ Scuti stars examined in detail, the frequencies of the nonradial modes are not distributed at random but show a preferred spacing corresponding to that of the radial modes. We wish to emphasize that this is only a preferred spacing and that other spacings do (and should) occur. Note that the evolutionary stage is different for these stars. While FG Vir and BL Cam are main-sequence stars, 44 Tau is already more evolved.
The question arises where in the frequency spectrum these concentrations of nonradial modes occur. Pulsation mode identifications for FG Vir might suggest that all visible modes cluster around specific values: the three close modes at 12.15, 12.72 and 12.79 cd −1 have ℓ values of 0, 1 and 2, respectively (Breger et al. 1999 , Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz et al. 2005 , Zima et al. 2006 .
We know that the vast majority of these observed modes cannot be radial modes, since they are much too numerous. In δ Scuti stars, mode identifications are available for only a small fraction of the known nonradial modes. We have examined how close the frequencies of these modes are to the frequencies of the known or expected radial modes for the three stars examined above. The first step involved the computation of the radial frequencies for these stars.
For our computations we used the same codes as described in Lenz et al. (2008) . In most of the stars discussed in this paper a radial mode is observed. Consequently, after the determination of the radial order the mean density of the star is known. In the most cases rotation rates and metallicity have been determined from spectroscopy. This makes it possible to predict the position of other radial modes to a sufficient accuracy for studying the clustering of frequencies. We have then computed the frequency difference of each detected mode to the nearest radial mode.
A difficulty of combining these data over large frequency ranges concerns the fact that we are not in the asymptotic range. This means that the frequency differences between successive radial orders are not constant. In an extreme case, for FG Vir, the frequency difference between the radial fundamental and the first overtone is 3.48 cd −1 , while for the 8th and 9th overtones the difference becomes 3.98 cd −1 . This effect degrades the patterns in the histograms, but cannot destroy them.
The histograms of the frequency differences are shown in Fig. 4 . While in Fig. 4 the frequency distances are given in absolute values, in Fig. 5 the symmetry in the distribution of frequency differences for FG Vir is shown. The results are striking: the frequencies of the photometrically detected nonradial modes are not distributed at random but tend to cluster around those of the radial modes. These nonradial modes are mostly ℓ = 1 and 2 modes. 
OTHER STARS
The statistical analyses of the nonradial-mode frequencies requires the knowledge of a relatively large number of frequencies. These are available for only a few δ Scuti stars: three additional stars might be considered.
ǫ Cep
The main-sequence star ǫ Cep was studied with the WIRE satellite. 26 frequencies were reported (Bruntt et al. 2007 ). These authors note only weak clusters with spacings near 2.4, 1.2 cd −1 , 5.0 (or 5.8) cd −1 and compare these to the theoretical Large Spacing near 5 cd −1 . In the asymptotic limit of high-order acoustic modes, the Large Spacing defines the separation of frequencies of consecutive overtones of the same spherical harmonic degree, ℓ. This separation is approximately equal to the spacing of radial modes.
In the absence of knowledge of the frequencies of the radial modes, we have again calculated a histogram of all the frequency differences, fi − fj , for the 22 independent frequencies. The largest, but not unique, feature is a spacing of broad peaks separated by 5 and 6 cd −1 . This agrees with the spacing between successive radial modes, as estimated from the models of Bruntt et al. (2007) .
BI CMi
BI CMi shows 21 independent frequencies spread over a large number of orders. The frequency distribution does not show obvious patterns. Also, the stellar parameters are uncertain so that we cannot predict the frequencies of the radial modes. This means that the radial proximity test (such as in Fig. 5 ) cannot be applied.
XX Pyx
Handler et al. (2000) notes regularities in the spacing of the frequencies of the δ Scuti star XX Pyx, for which 22 frequencies were found. We also find the regularities in their data, although the three stars shown in the present paper are more convincing, due to their richer frequency spectra.
Other types of pulsators
Recent results by Baran et al. (2008) showed that a similar frequency pattern as for δ Scuti stars is also seen in the hot subdwarf B star Balloon 090100001. They find that the observed p-modes form four distinct clusters. One frequency in the lowest-frequency cluster could be identified as a radial mode. Since the position of the other observed clusters matches the theoretically computed radial overtones, they find evidence that the groups of p-mode frequencies appear to lie in the vicinity of consecutive radial overtones.
MODE TRAPPING AS AN EXPLANATION FOR FREQUENCY CLUSTERING
Dziembowski & Królikowska (1990) examined mode trapping as a mechanism for mode selection in δ Scuti stars. They show that some modes of ℓ = 1 are trapped in the envelope and, therefore, are less coupled to g modes in the deep interior. Such modes have a higher probability to be excited to observable amplitudes than other modes. Trapped modes are nonradial counterparts of the acoustic radial modes and, at low spherical degrees, their frequencies are close to those of radial modes. Indeed, in Lenz et al. (2008) the clustering of the observed frequencies in 44 Tau was shown to be in agreement with the theoretically predicted position of trapped modes.
In our linear computations we use the same normalization for all modes by adopting the relative amplitude of the radial displacement on the stellar surface to be equal 1. With such a normalization, modes trapped in the stellar envelope have a lower kinetic energy, E k , than other modes. Furthermore, the fraction of kinetic energy from the acoustic cavity, Eg, is larger than for non-trapped modes, which results in minima in a Eg/E k diagram.
In Fig. 6 Eg/E k is given for unstable modes up to a spherical degree, ℓ, of 3 for a post-main sequence δ Scuti model with a mass of 1.8 M⊙. It can be seen that modes trapped in the envelope are situated close in frequency to the radial modes.
Theory predicts that in δ Scuti stars mode trapping is marginal for ℓ = 2 modes (see also Fig. 6 ). However, our observations show that modes with ℓ = 2 occur preferentially around radial modes, e.g., in 44 Tau. It is difficult to explain why such a marginal effect of mode trapping can be sufficient for mode selection. Maybe another mode selection mechanism is effective for these modes.
A closer examination of modes with spherical harmonic degrees, ℓ, higher than 3 reveals that with increasing ℓ only modes trapped in the envelope are unstable while other modes become stable. Photometrically, we mainly see modes with ℓ ≤ 4, although small-amplitude peaks are likely to arise from modes with higher spherical degrees as shown by Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz, Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (2006) .
With increasing spherical degree, the trapped nonradial modes are located at higher frequencies than those of the radial modes. This effect can be also seen in observations, for example in the histograms of FG Vir (Fig. 5) and 44 Tau, which show a higher number of modes to the right of the central peak. It is not seen for BL Cam, but this may be due to a lower number of detected modes for this star.
An important effect that influences the position of nonradial modes is the avoided crossing phenomenon (Aizenman, Smeyers & Weigert 1977). However, since avoided crossings of low-order modes only occur near the frequency values of radial modes, the pattern of the low-order frequencies is not distorted.
ROTATIONAL EFFECTS
It is also necessary to study the impact of rotation on the clustering of frequencies around radial modes. We note: (i) There exists an observational selection: the beststudied stars have less than average rotation. For the extreme case of 44 Tau with Vrot = 3 ± 2 km s −1 (Zima et al. 2006) , the predicted rotational splitting is 0.02 cd −1 or lower, much less than the separation of 2 cd −1 for radial modes. In FG Vir the observed rotational frequency separation is 0.53 cd −1 , while the spacing for each successive radial order is 4 cd −1 . Consequently, for this star modes with m = ±2 already degrade the histograms of frequency differences. However, our observations show that the regularities are still clearly visible in FG Vir.
(ii) Photometrically, so far we mostly observed axisymmetric modes (e.g., in FG Vir and 44 Tau). However, the other components may be found if the detection amplitude limit is lowered.
If these arguments are correct, we would predict that the groupings will become less obvious when the rotational splitting is of similar size as half the frequency difference between adjacent radial orders.
To show the impact of rotation on the observational histograms presented in this paper, we computed pulsation modes up to ℓ = 2 for a FG Vir model with a rotation rate of Vrot = 0 km s −1 and a model with Vrot = 136.7 km s −1 . Only modes at minima in Eg/E k were considered. The rotational splitting for ℓ = 1 and ℓ = 2 modes was computed following the perturbation approach taking into account rotational effects up to second order (Dziembowski & Goode 1992) .
The corresponding histograms are given in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the clustering around radial modes becomes less pronounced for a higher rotation rate (lower panel). How- Only unstable modes at minima in Eg/E k were considered (see Fig. 6 ). The structure is degraded by rotation, but still visible.
ever, the structure is still present. The pattern in the histogram for fast rotation can be partly explained by different spacing of rotationally split modes for g modes and p modes. The amount of rotational splitting depends on the value of the Ledoux Constant, C. C is approximately 0.5 for ℓ = 1 g modes and has a very small value for p modes. Therefore, the rotational splitting for ℓ = 1 g modes is approximately half of that for the ℓ = 1 p modes. Therefore, the structure seen in histograms for slow rotation is flattened when moving to fast rotation. Another effect is the asymmetry of the rotational splitting that arises when including second-order terms. This effect is stronger for the p modes, which propagate in the envelope, and, therefore, are more strongly affected by the effects of rotational nonspherical distortion.
Both effects lead to a smearing of the spacings of the rotationally split modes. We conclude that for rotation rates higher than approximately 100 km s −1 , the regularities may become less pronounced, or even destroyed.
APPLICATION OF REGULARITIES: THE S-F DIAGRAM
Following the observational results, we shall now assume that the centers of the observed frequency clusters correspond to the frequencies of the radial modes. We will now show that by applying this assumption the presence of regularities in observed frequency spectra may be used to infer fundamental parameters of stars if these parameters are uncertain or unknown. We computed a grid of models in the δ Scuti mass range (with ∆M = 0.025 M⊙) using the Warsaw-New Jersey evolution code and Dziembowski's pulsation code. A short description of these codes is given in Lenz et al. (2008) .
Along each evolutionary track we computed the change of the radial frequencies. A detailed inspection of the pulsation models revealed an excellent possibility to determine Figure 8 . Average separation of the radial modes, s, against the frequency of the lowest-frequency radial mode, f . We assume that each unstable radial mode represents the center of a cluster as illustrated on the bottom right. The grid makes it possible to determine log g and the order of the radial mode corresponding to the lowest frequency cluster. At log g = 3.75 to 3.90 a transition between main-sequence models and post-main sequence models takes place. The asterisks correspond to observed values for the cluster centers of 44 Tau, FG Vir and BL Cam.
the log g value of a star by means of two parameters: the average frequency separation between the radial modes, s, and the frequency of the lowest-frequency unstable radial mode, f . Mode instability calculations show that the lowestfrequency cluster, f , corresponds to the position of the radial fundamental mode only for the cool δ Scuti stars. For the hotter stars, instability shifts to higher radial orders. The location of blue instability borders for modes up to the sixth radial overtone in a Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram (hereafter called HRD) is given in Fig. 9 . While the values of the s and f parameter depend on the mean density and, therefore, the evolutionary stage of a star, the f value also includes a temperature dependence. Fig. 8 shows the grid that was constructed for the log g determination. The grid points were derived from the positions of unstable radial modes. For each evolutionary track the model parameters and radial frequencies were interpo- . Predicted blue borders of the instability strip. Evolutionary tracks for models with 1.6, 1.8, 2.0 and 2.2 M ⊙ are given by dotted lines. The red edge was taken from Dupret et al. (2004) .
lated between two time steps to accurately match the log g values shown in the grid. The s value was then derived from the average spacing of all unstable radial modes, while f corresponds to the frequency of the lowest unstable radial mode in the interpolated model. Finally, the s and f values from different stellar models with the same log g value were averaged to obtain the grid points. For this step, models cooler than the theoretical Red Edge given by Dupret et al. (2004) were rejected. The observed positions derived from the centers of the clusters are shown for FG Vir, 44 Tau and BL Cam. The grid also provides information about the order of the radial mode that corresponds to the first cluster in the observed frequency spectrum. The s-f diagram is in some respect similar to Petersen diagrams (period ratios of consecutive overtones versus the longer period of each pair). Petersen diagrams also allow to determine the order of observed radial modes (see, e.g., Olech et al. 2005 , Fig. 6 there) .
A transition between main-sequence models and postmain sequence models takes place at log g values between 3.90 and 3.75. During the main-sequence stage the log g value decreases due to the slow expansion of the star. After the TAMS, the star contracts and its temperature and log g values increase again until the second turning point is reached; then the effective temperature and log g start to decrease again. For this reason, during the evolution of a star a log g value of 3.80, for example, can be reached three times. Due to the different stellar structure the radial frequency separation is slightly different. Therefore, for the log g value of 3.80, three horizontal grid lines (instead of one) are shown. The lowest of the three grid lines represents main-sequence models and the uppermost grid line post-main sequence models after the second turning point in the HRD.
Uncertainties and limitations of the s-f diagram
We will now examine the uncertainties of the grid in detail.
In the HRD, models with the same log g values are located Figure 10 . Maximum and minimum value in s (grey lines) for a given log g value in the domain of unstable modes (see Fig. 9 ). The uncertainties in log g determination are highest when the radial fundamental mode is unstable. This is due to the larger range of model parameters such as effective temperature.
almost parallel to the ZAMS. Models with different masses and effective temperatures were used to obtain average values of s and f . As can be seen in the HRD in Fig. 9 , the models, for which the fundamental mode is predicted to be the lowest unstable radial mode, span the largest temperature and mass range. The first overtone is the predicted lowest unstable radial mode for models between the blue edge of the first radial overtone and the blue edge of the radial fundamental mode (only models located inside this region were used to compute the grid points marked as 1H). Therefore, the uncertainties in the case of the radial fundamental are larger than for the cases in which the lowest unstable radial mode is of higher order. In Fig. 10 , these uncertainties are given. The uncertainties of the grid in log g amount to ≤ 0.05. The highest uncertainties exist for stars in the transition zone between the main sequence and postmain sequence models in which the fundamental radial mode is the lowest-frequency unstable mode. The identification of frequency clusters in observational data may sometimes be difficult. The uncertainties given in Fig. 10 are based on the assumption that the cluster of the lowest-frequency unstable radial mode was correctly identified. What happens if the lowest-frequency cluster (corresponding to the lowest unstable radial mode) is missed, and we observe the cluster which corresponds to the next unstable radial overtone? We determined the uncertainties for the case when the lowest-frequency cluster is missed. The grid points slightly change and the uncertainties in f and s increase. This effect is shown in Fig. 11 where the corresponding uncertainties are marked with dotted lines. The deviation in log g may be as high as 0.03. The grid presented in this paper was obtained for nonrotating stellar models computed with the standard values for chemical composition (X = 0.70, Z = 0.02) using the GN93 element mixture and OPAL opacities. A mixing length parameter, α, of 0.5 was used. Since mode instability and the frequencies of the radial modes are affected by changes in helium abundance, metallicity, convective efficiency and rotation, we also computed corresponding models to test these effects. The results for different metallicity and helium abundance are shown in Fig. 12(a) and 12(b) . The impact of a higher efficiency of convection on the grid is given in Fig. 12(c) . The effect of rotation on the grid is also small as long as rotation rates below 100 km s −1 are considered (see Fig. 12(d) ). Fig. 12(e) shows the effect of changing Y, Z and the equatorial rotational velocity by the amounts given in (a), (b) and (d) simultaneously. Even here the deviations in log g are smaller than 0.03.
In Fig. 8 we also show the observed positions of three stars in the s-f diagram. FG Vir and 44 Tau have normal chemical composition, whereas BL Cam is extremely metaldeficient (Z = 0.0001). We computed pulsation models for BL Cam to determine the shift in log g. The amount of the shift is shown in Fig. 8 by an arrow, which may also be used to correct the log g value of other stars with very low metallicity.
It is also vital to discuss the uncertainties of the observations and the assumptions that the radial mode is located at the center of a cluster and that the radial modes are equidistantly spaced. We have used the data for FG Vir and find that the uncertainties in s are less than 10%. The parameter f , on the other hand, necessarily leads to a correct point on the grid, since only discrete position are possible (unless a complete order is missed, which is explored in Fig. 11 ). The observational uncertainties lead to a combined uncertainty of log g of 0.05. In the preceeding sections we have shown that in the low-order frequency region the observed nonradial modes are situated close to the radial modes. In the asymptotic regime of high-order oscillations there is another common regular pattern that is also observed in the Sun. The ℓ = 1 modes are located midway between ℓ = 0, 2 modes. The spacing of the frequency clusters changes from a full radial order at low frequencies to half-radial in the asymptotic frequency region. Consider a star with an observed frequency separation of 2 cd −1 and a first frequency cluster at 10 cd −1 . If we misinterpret this frequency difference to correspond to the half radial separation between ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 1 modes (as in the asymptotic case), the predicted radial separation would be 4 cd −1 . This value is located outside the grids shown in the s-f diagram, and no unstable modes are expected. Consequently, the incorrect value of 4 cd −1 is ruled out so that 2 cd −1 has to be the separation of radial frequencies. Any ambiguities may be ruled out this way and an incorrect log g determination is improbable.
Taking into account all the uncertainties given in this section, the determination of log g from the s-f diagram may provide the same or even better accuracy as from photometric data for stars with moderate rotational velocities and close to normal chemical abundances.
CONCLUSIONS
In the observed pulsation spectra of well-studied δ Scuti stars, such as 44 Tau, FG Vir and BL Cam, a regular distribution of frequencies can be found. The detected frequencies tend to cluster in groups around radial modes. The comparison of the observations with theoretical pulsation models reveals that the cluster pattern may partly be explained by trapped modes in the stellar envelope.
Following the assumption that the radial modes correspond to the center of the cluster, we construct the s-f diagram. It relates the two parameters f , the frequency of the lowest-frequency radial mode, and s, the mean spacing between the radial modes. Only linearly unstable modes are considered. The s-f diagram allows to infer the stellar log g value and to determine the order of the radial mode responsible for the lowest-frequency cluster for stars in the δ Scuti mass range. The diagram can be applied if clear patterns are seen in the frequency spectrum. We examined the uncertainties of such a determination in detail and found them to be sufficiently small for a reliable log g determination of slowly or moderately rotating stars without chemical peculiarities. 
